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Ahsrruct: Isometric immersions of Kaehler manifolds into euclidean space with real codimension 1 have been 
completely described, in codimension 2 at least in the complete minimal case. Codimension 3 examples are 
immediately obtained as complex hypersurfaces of Kaehler submanifolds in codimension one. The main purpose 
of this paper is to show that all local examples arise this way generically. 
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A real Kaehler submanifold is an isometric immersion f : M2” + R2nS-p of a Kaehler 
manifold of real dimension 2n into euclidean space. In low codimension, the second fundamental 
form must be quite degenerate unless the (substantial) codimension is even and f is holomorphic 
with respect o some complex structure in the ambient space; cf. [7]. 
The case of codimension p = 1, that is, f is a real Kaehler hypersurface, was completely 
analyzed in [S]. In particular, the index of relative nullity satisfies uf = 2n - 2 wherever M”” 
is not flat, and f is isometrically rigid or it is minimal. In the latter case, there is precisely a 
1 -parameter (associated) family of necessarily minimal deformations. Complete minimal real 
Kaehler submanifolds in codimension 2 have been completely classified in [6]. 
Immediate xamples in codimension p = 3 are obtained by considering complex hypersurfaces 
in any real Kaehler hypersurface. The main purpose of this paper is to show that. generically, 
this procedure yields all local examples. We say that f : M’” -+ IR”*+” extends to a real 
Kaehler hypersurface if there exist a Kaehler manifold N2”“, a holomorphic isometric immersion 
j ; M2il --f N:!“t2 and an isometric immersion F : N2n+2 -+ iRXn+j such that f = F o j. 
Theorem 1. L,et f : M2” -+ R2n+3 be an isometric immersion of a Kaehler manifold with index 
of’ relative nullity uf(x) -C 2n - 6 for all x E M ‘*. Then, there exists an open dense subset 
11 c M2” such tha; ,f extends uniquely to a real Kaehler hypersu$ace along each connected 
componerzt qf IL. Moreoveu, f is minimal if and only if its extension F is minimal. 
This result has the following interesting consequence: 
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Theorem 2. Any f : M2” + R2n+3 as above is locally isometrically rigid unless there exists an 
open subset U c M2” so that the extension F off ) ” is either$at or minimal. Furthermore, any 
deformation off (I/ is the restriction of an isometric deformation of F. 
The conclusions of Theorem 1 are sharp; the nullity assumptions cannot be weakened. Simple 
local counterexamples are product immersions of three real Kaehler hypersurfaces. In fact, there 
are complete (minimal) examples. Consider products of a complete (minimal) surface in iR3 with 
a complete ruled minimal real Kaehler submanifold in codimension 2 constructed in [6). 
1. Preliminaries 
Let V, W be finite dimensional real vector spaces where W carries a nondegenerate inner 
product (. , .) . Given a (not necessarily symmetric) bilinear form 13 : V x V -+ W we denote by 
ug the dimension of its nullity space N (0) defined as 
N(8) = {Z f V : @(Z, X) = 0, VX E V}. 
We say that 19 isJlat if 
(@(X> 07 @(Z, W) - (e(x, w>, Q(Z, Y)) = 0, 
and null when 
@(X, Y), l!?(Z, W)) = 0, vx, Y, z, w E v. 
Lemma3. Letj3 : Vm x V” + W (3,3) be a nonzero bilinearform with values in a &dimensional 
vector space endowed with an indefinite innerproduct of signature 3. Assume that /I isfrat and that 
vb < m - 6. Then W admits an orthogonal direct sum decomposition W = W,““’ @ Wi3-r*3-r’, 
1 < r < 3, such that tj’pl and /32 are the WI and W2 components of /I, then 
(i) Bt is nonzero and null, 
(ii) 82 isflat and dim N(&) 3 m - dim W2. 
Proof. We refer to [2, Lemma 2.21. Although the arguments there are quite involved, they can be 
modified easily to apply to this (nonsymmetric) special case. 0 
Remark 4. We should point out that Assertion 2.6 in the proof of the Main Lemma of [2] is not 
correct as it stands and should be replaced by the following: Suppose that the Main Lemma holds 
fork = h - 1. Then it also holds for /? : V” x Vn -+ W2h if S(B) is degenerate. 
Consider two bilinear forms 8,8 : V” x V” + W3 with vo < m - 6. Endow W(3.3) = 
W3 CB W3 with the inner product 
((X3 nt (Z, WI) = (X3 Z) - (Y, w, 
and suppose that B : V” x V” -+ WC313’ given by 
/3(X, Y) = 0(X, Y) @8(X, Y) 
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is flat. By Lemma 3, 
splits so that B1 is nonzero and null while 132 is flat and ub2 > m + 2r - 6, I 6 r 6 3. Hence, 
there are orthogonal splittings V,” @ UFMr = W’ = V{ G3 U2-r. such that 
B, = yt $ y2 : V” x V” -+ v; @ v; = wy, 
/32 = cp, $ (p2 : V” x V” + lp @ u;-’ = W;3-r.3-r’. 
Corollary 5. There exists an isometry T : V; + V; such that 
yz(X, Y) = Tl/,(X, Y), VX, Y E V”‘. 
Proof. The existence of T is equivalent o /It being null. 0 
2. The proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. For fixed x E M*“, set 






Let 6 : T, M x T,M -+ MJ’(~~“’ be given by 
@(X9 Y) = cr,(X, Y) CD a,(X, JY). (1) 
where J is the complex structure in TM and af : TM x T A4 --+ T,bM denotes the vector valued 
second fundamental form off. We easily conclude from the Gauss equation and our assumptions 
that ,5’ is flat and that vp < 2n - 6. Hence fi = /II $ 82 splits by Lemma 3. Using Corollary 5, 
V;’ @j UFPr zz T1 &k? = v; $ u;-r, 
QX, Yj = yI(X. Y> @ (O&X, Y>, 
w,(X, JY> = ?$/2(X, Y) @ (p*(X, Y>, 
and there exists an isometry T : V,” + V_ such that 
~2/2(X, Yl = Ty,(X, Y), VX, Y E TM. 
We claim that r = 2, V,’ = V; and T’ = - id. Assume first that V,” = Vi, which is always 
the case for r I= 3. Then, 
)/2(x, Y) = y,(X, JY), VX, Y E TM. 
Hence, 
YI(X. Y) = -v2(X, JY) = -Ty,(X, JY) = -Ty2(X, Y) = -T*ydX. Y). 
Thus r = 2 and T2 = - id. In particular, r # 3. 
Suppose now V; # Vl. For r = 1, we have vfiZ 3 2n - 4. This yields v,, > 211 - 4. a 
contradiction. Thus r = 2 and there exist linearly independent ej E U) , 1 < j < 2, such that 
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the second fundamental form satisfies 
dim(ker A,, n ker AE2} 3 2n - 2. 
Take 0 # S -L span{&, 62). Clearly, T6 = f6. Therefore, 
(QX, Y),6) = f@(X, JY), 6), VX, Y E TM. 
This yields A6 = 0, which is a contradiction proving our claim. 
Now af splits orthogonally at each point x E M*” as 
QX, Y) = v(X, Y) @ JA;X, Y)n, VX, Y E GM, (2) 
where (1 n )I = 1, dim ker A, 2 2n - 2, and y : T,M x T, M + V2 c TAxI M satisfies 
y(X, JY) = Jy(X, Y), VX, Y E T,M, (3) 
i.e., the complex structure J in TM extends to the 2-dimensional normal subspace V*, and y is 
complex linear. 
We assume that rkA, = k, 0 .$ k 6 2, is constant on an open connected subset of M*“. If 
k = 0, then f reduces codimension to 2 by [9, Prop. 241. We show next that also in the other 
cases we can take q to be smooth. By [7], 
f is minimal at x E M*” ti q(X, JY) = af(JX, Y), VX, Y E T,M. 
Hence, in a neighborhood of any point where f is not minimal there exists a vector field Z E TM 
such that 
0 # q(Z Z> + q(JZ JZ) = ((A,$, Z) + (A&Z, JZ)) q> 
since v(Z, Z) + y(JZ, JZ) = 0. Therefore, n is smooth. 
Next assume that f is minimal. In this situation, according to [5], along any simply connected 
open subset of M*” there exist a conjugate isometric immersion f : M*” -+ IR2n+3 and a smooth 
vector bundle isometry t : Tt M + Tf’M such that czlf = t oaf. After identification by parallel 
transport in the ambient space, t becomes an endomorphism on Tf’M, and q is the (up to sign) 
unique eigenvector for the only real eigenvalue. Hence, r is smooth. 
Clearly, there exists an open dense subset ‘LI c M*” so that k is constant and n is smooth along 
any connected component. From now on we consider f to be restricted to a component of U. We 
claim that n is parallel along A, = ker A,,. We argue for k = 2; the easier case k = 1 is similar. 
Consider the subspace S(x) C T, M defined by 
S(x) = ker{X E T,M ti Virl E Tix,M}. 
Clearly, dim S(x) 3 2n - 2. Suppose there exists 0 # Zu E A,, n S(x)‘. From the Codazzi 
equation for A,,, we get 
AvioqX = Vz,A,X + A,[X, Z,,] - Av;,Zo, VX E T,M. 
Consider the tangent subspace 
L(x) = Ai + span{Vz,Y : VY E A$} + span{AviaZo : VX J_ Z,}. 
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Then dim L(x) 6 5 since ZO E S’(x). Hence, the subspace 
Im{A VJ c L(x) + span{&+Zn) 
ha\ at most dimension 6. For the nullities therefore, LJ~ (x) 3 2n - 6, and in turn u,, (x) > 2n - 6. 
This is a contradiction and the claim is proved. 
Define pointwise, 
Q(x) = span{?xq : VX E T,M). 
where ? is the connection in euclidean space. If V c Tf’M denotes the rank k subbundle with 
fibers orthogonal to q, we conclude from the last claim that 52 c A$ $ V is a rank k vector 
bundle over Ml”. Now consider the vector bundle n : A -+ h12” of rank 2 determined as the 
orthogonal complement in the sum 
A@Q=A,+V. 
and the map F : LI~“~’ + Rznf3 given by 
F(6) = f(x) + 8, x = n(6). 
The bundles A and TM are transversal. Therefore, F is an immersion of a neighborhood of the 
O-section of A, and has Gauss map q. 
We show next that F is a Kaehler hypersurface. This is trivially seen for k = 1 since in this case 
A”1+2 is flat. Now assume that k = 2. Observe first that the bundle TM @ V over M’” carries 
a canonical orthogonal complex structure J which is easily seen to be parallel in the induced 
connection using (3). Since 
T~(,‘j)lz = T,M + A(x) = T,M CB V(x), x = n(S), 
depends only on x, we have TA = n* (T M @ V) via parallel transport in R”‘+j. and the Levi- 
Civita connection for TA is the pullback of the connection of TM @ V. Thus parallel transport 
in R2”+’ also extends J to a complex structure n* J = J on TA which is parallel. 
Finally, assume that ,f is minimal. Clearly, A,, = TM n A, where A stands for the 2n- 
dimensional relative nullity distribution of F. Then, there exists a plane N’ c A with A; c 
Ai @ N”. Take unit vectors Z E A ri_,X E A’andY E NsuchthatZ=cosBX+sinQY.Then 
J Z = cos H J X + sin 0 J Y extends Z to an orthonormal basis for Ai since A$. A’, N are all 
J invariant. We easily conclude that the second fundamental forms satisfy 
trA,, = (cosH)‘trAF. 
But cos 8 # 0, so F is minimal at points of f’(M). To show that F is minimal everywhere we 
have to use that the fibers of A belong to A. This is so because the Gauss map q of F is constant 
along fibers. On the other hand, we have that a real Kaehler hypersurface is minimal if and on11 
it‘. in terms of the Gauss parametrization, its support function )/ satisfies 
Ay+2y=O 
everywhere; cf [4,5]. Since this condition does not involve the nullity, we conclude that being 
minimal at a point implies minimality along the relative nullity leaf through that point. ci 
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Proof of Theorem 2. A simply connected euclidean hypersurface whose second fundamental 
form has everywhere rank 2 and whose Gauss image is a minimal surface in the sphere is isomet- 
rically deformable if and only if it is minimal; see [S, 1,3]. Now assume there exists an isometric 
immersion g : U -+ IR2n+3 not congruent o f ] u on an open subset U c IMPS. It remains to 
show that the extension G of g is isometric to F. 
[2, Lemma 2.21 of and (2) yield 
o,(X, Y) = v(X, Y) @ (A;X, Y)rl, 
where Tf’M = Vf @ span{q} and T,‘M = Vg $ span{q) are isometrically identified. In 
particular, 
kerA[ = A,, = ker At. 
We claim that the induced connections on the isometric vector bundles Vf and Vg are the 
same. Given a section 6 E V, set 
K(X) = &- 6f.9”. 
We compare the Codazzi equations for A{ = At and use that rl is parallel along A,, to obtain 
A,(x,Y = AK(Y) X, VY E A,,, VX E TM. (4) 
Assume there exists Xc E TM such that K(Xa) # 0. From v,, < 2n - 6, rkA{ = 2 and the 
fact that y is complex linear, we get 
rkAf]An 3 4, V.$ E V. 
The claim follows from (4) observing that the dimension of the subspace 
span{AK(r)Xo, VY E TM1 
has at most dimension 2. 
For fixed 6 E V, there exist unique Zf , Z, E A$ such that 
Z,+c gAf and Z,+t E Ag. 
We show that Zf = Z,. From the same Codazzi equations as above and the last claim, we get 
(&, q)A;Y - (&t, q)A;X = &, v)A;Y - (&;t, n)A;X, (5) 
for all X, Y E TM. On the other hand, 
z+< EA S (z+&%n) =o 
w (Vie, v) + (A,X, Z) = 0, VX E TM. 
Now (5) takes the form (A,fX A A$Y)Zf = (A:X A A:Y)Z,, V X, Y E TM. From the Gauss 
equations det A{ = det AC, and we are done. 
ForanyS=Z+cEA,wehave 
F,(J)X = f*X + %6 = f*(X + VxZ - A;X) + y(X, Z) + &Ov, 
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where we used that (vxS, q) = 0. Since A[ = A: and (6 ic)” = (6 it)“, we easily conclude 
that F and G are isometric. q 
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